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OF A COMPACTIFICATION OF A SPACE

JAMES KEESLING

Abstract. In this paper it is shown that for each positive inte-

ger n there is a locally compact Hausdorff space X having the

property that dim X = n and in addition having the property that

if f(X) = Y is a proper mapping, then dim Fa». Using this result

it is shown that there is a space Y having the property that

min dim Y = n with a point />E Y with min dim Y — \p\ =0.

Introduction. A proper mapping is a closed continuous function

f'-X—*Y such that/_1(y) is compact for all yE Y. In this paper it is

shown that for each positive integer n there is a locally compact

Hausdorff space X having the property that dim X — n and in addi-

tion has the property that if f(X) = Y is a proper mapping, then

dim FS; n. For n = 2 such a space was shown to exist in [S] in answer

to a question posed by Isbell [4, pp. 119-120].

Using this result it is then shown that for each positive integer n

there is a space X having the property that the minimum dimension

of a compactification for X is n and that there is a point pEX such

that X— \p\ has a 0-dimensional compactification. In the terminol-

ogy of Isbell [4, p. 97], min dim X — n with min dim X— \p\ =0.

Notation. Throughout the paper X and Y denote completely

regular Hausdorff spaces. By dim X is meant the modified Lebesgue

covering dimension of X [2, p. 243] or [4, p. 97].l By min dim X is

meant the minimum dimension of a compactification of X [4, p. 97].

The cardinals are considered to be a subset of the ordinals in the nat-

ural way. The infinite cardinals will be denoted by o>0, wi, «2, • • •

where coo is the first infinite ordinal, a>i is the first uncountable ordinal,

etc. If a is an ordinal, then by [0, a) will be meant the set of all

ordinals less than a except that [0, 1) will denote the half-open unit

interval. The set [0, a) will be thought of as a topological space with

the order topology. By L(a) will be meant the set [0, a) X [0, 1) en-

dowed with the lexicographic order and given the order topology.

The space L(a) is called a long line.
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1 One could define the modified Lebesgue covering dimension of a space X to be the

ordinary Lebesgue covering dimension of ßX.
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I. Proper mappings. In this section we show that if X = XI"-i L(o)i)

and i(f(X) = Fis a proper mapping, then dim F^ra. We first observe

a more obvious property for X.

1.1. Proposition, dim H?=i L(w,) =ra.

Proof. First note that for l^i^n, L(to,-) is sequentially compact.

Therefore Q?=i L(coi) is countably compact and hence pseudo-

compact. By the Glicksberg Theorem [4, p. 138], jf3XX?= i L(<j¡í)

= JIf=i ßL(u)i). But ßL(ui) is just the one point compactification

L(w,)* of L(wi) and clearly dim L(w¿)* = l. By the product theorem

for compact spaces [6, Theorem 26-4, p. 153], dim JX**-i ßL(oa) ^ra.

Thus dim II?-i L(m)ún by [4, VI. 1, p. 98]. Since H?-i £(<"<) con-
tains a copy of the ra-cube J", dim XI?-i L(f>>i) —n.

To prove the main result of this section we will need the following

characterization of dimension.

1.2. Theorem. For a normal space X, dim I^n if and only if for

any ra-f-1 disjoint pairs of closed sets C\, C{, • • • , C+i, Çi+i, there

exist closed sets Bi, ■ ■ ■ , Bn+i such that (i) each Bi separates C< and Cl

and (ii) PilîlBi = 0.

A proof of this theorem can be found in [6, p. 51].

1.3. Proposition. Suppose that Xi is totally ordered and in the order

topology X, is compact and connected for i = l, ■ ■ • , ra. Let xf and x,~

be the maximum and minimum points of Xi for each i. Let

Cf= {(xj)EjJ],1Xj:xi = xsi} where 8= + or 8=-. Then if Bt is

closed and separates Ct and Cï for i—1, ■ ■ ■ , n, then |~l"=i Bi¿¿0.

Proof. First observe that there exist maximum and minimum

points x¡+ and acf in each Xi or there would exist an obvious net having

no convergent subnet. Suppose thatS,- separates Cf and C¿~ and that

n?-i5< = 0. Then let Ct< = {«?=*," <*î< • ■ ■ <x\i=xf)CXi be
chosen for t = l, • ■ • , ra such that if F{= {xEX.-lx^gxgXj} and

^«-{^iy'-lf • • ■ . M and ÍF = SFiX • • • XîF», then ffi-i St(J5if SF)
= 0 andSt(5<, 5)C\c) = 0 îor i = l, ■ • • , ra and 5 = + or 8= - (for

notation see [4, p. 4]). Such a set of Œ.-'s exist having this property

since the stars of covers of the form J form a basis for the unique uni-

formity onIl"-i x>- Now let 1= [°. !] and

«i = {0 = yl <y\ < ■ ■ ■ < y-: = 1} C I

be any increasing sequence of kf + l elements in I. Let
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Gi =  \X E I'-Xi      Ú X ^ Xi\

and

*;= (GÍy-i,- • ■ ,ki}.

Then let

ff' = ff'i X ■ • ■ X S*

Let

Di = U{GÍ' X • • • X ti* E ff':F? X • • • X FÍn r\ Bi * 0).

Since Bi and thus St(Bit EF) separate Ct and 67 in JJ?,! X< one can

easily show that Di separates Ct and Q" in /"= LT"_i [0, l]y. But by

[3, IV.l.D, p. 40] we have that H?. i £>< 5¿ 0. This implies that

n"=i St(Bi, ÍF) is not empty which contradicts the choice of £F. There-

fore n?-i Bi*0.
We can now prove our main theorem in this section.

1.4. Theorem. Let X= XI?-i ¿(w¿) arad f(X) = Y be a proper

mapping. Then dim F^m. In fact Y has a compact subset Y' with

dim F'è».

Proof. We will first state a claim. We will then show how the

theorem follows from the claim. Then we will prove the claim.

Claim. If X, f, and Y are as in the theorem, then there are points

ZiEL(wi) for i = i, • • ■ , n such that if X{= [O, z,]C-L(co¿) and

Cf = {(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn)EYi%i Xj:xi=Zi} and 67 = {(xu ■ ■ • , xn)

GrD-iX,:*, = 0} for i = l, ■ ■ -, », then f(Ct)C\f(C;)= 0 for
*=1, • • • , ».

Assuming the claim let g=/| H7_x X,: Ift-i *<->/(IL"-i *<) = I".
Then g is also a proper map and has compact domain and range. Sup-

pose that Di is a closed set which separates f(Ct) and/(67) in Y' for

i=\, ■ ■ ■ , n. Then Bi = g~1(Di) separates Ct and CT in H>i-Xy.

By Proposition 1.3, flf-i £,^0. Thus D?-i #¿^0. By Theorem 1.2,
dim Y'^n. Thus dim F==ra. We now need only prove the claim and

the proof of Theorem 1.4 will be complete.

Proof of the Claim. It will be convenient for purposes of de-

scribing the proof to think of IX0_i L(ui) as being the point 0£Z,(o)i).

Now consider H?=i L(o)i). Note that YLî-i L(uí) is the union of

Wn-i compact sets {r7a:o;<w„_i}. For each a<w„-i we define a point

xaEL(ù3n) as follows. Let Ga=f~1f(FaX {o}). Then Ga is a compact

subset of II?=i¿(w,) since/ is a proper map. Let 7r„: n?„i i.(co<)
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—>L(ù)n) be the projection map. Let x„ = max irn(Ga) in L(w„). Now

the collection of points {x„:a<wn-i} has cardinality at most o)„_i

and thus cardinality strictly less than co„. Thus the set is bounded

above in L(co„). Let zn(EL(œn) be such that z„>xa for all a<w„_i.

Then clearly it must be that

/(fí¿(«<) x (o|)n/(niw x {*.}) = 0.

We have now found the z„ of the claim. If ra>l we continue. Note

that JJ_1=i L(uí) is the union of w„_2 compact sets {Fa'a<w„-i}. For

each a<un-2 we define a point jc„£l(wn_i) as follows. Consider

n-2

Fa X ¡0} X [0, *,] C u i(«<) X L(o!„-i) X £(«»).
<=i

Let Ga =f~lf(FaX {0} X [0, z»]). Then Ga is compact for all a<«„_2.

Let xa = max 7r„_i(Ga)G£(wn-i). Then the set {xa:a<w„_2} has

cardinality at most co„_2. Thus this set has an upper bound in Z(co„_i).

Let zn-i be such that z„_i>xa for all a<w„_2. Then clearly

f(JjL(m) X {0} X [0,z„]\r\f(flL(m) X {z„-i} X [0, zn]\ = 0.

If ra>2 we continue. By repeating this process n times we will finally

have ra points z¿£Z,(«¿) satisfying the conditions of the claim. This

completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.

II. The  minimum  dimension  of  a  compactification.   Dowker's

Example M described in [l ] has given fundamental insight into the

relation of the various dimension functions. In [8] and [6, pp. 102-

106] expanded versions of this example were used to show how ind X

and dim X could vary for normal spaces X. The examples we give in

this section employ many of the same principles used in Example M

together with Theorem 1.4. We will try not to belabor the description

of our examples since they are very similar to Example M. First note

the following lemma.

ILL Lemma. Let X= ÜLi L(u¡) and let X*=X*ü{<x>} be the one

point compactification of X. Then X* = Ua<wl Xa where XaC.Xß when-

ever a<j8<coi and ind Xa = 0 for all a<ui.

Proof. The proof is only sketched. We know that [0, 1) =U„<M1 Za

where the Z«'s have the property that Za<ZZß for a<^<wi with

dim Za = 0 for all a<coi. Now consider Z,(w¿) = [0, <o<) X [O, 1). Let
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F.-,o=[0, w,)XZ«. Then ind F¿,a = 0 as a subspace of L(cot). Let

X'a**ik-iYi,a and let Xa = X'a\J{oo}. Then ind Xa = 0 and

clearly the Xa's have the other required properties.

It is well known that a space X has a O-dimensional compactifica-

tion if and only if it has ind X = 0 (see [2, 16.D.2, p. 261]). This fact

will be needed in the proof of Theorem 11.2.

11.2. Theorem. Let n be a positive integer. Then there is a completely

regular space Y with min dim Y = n and with a point pEY with

min dim Y— {p} =0.

Proof. The proof is only sketched. Let X=JJ%=1 L(w¿) and

X*=X^J {&>} be the one point compactification of X. Let

X* = Ua<wl Xa with ind Xa = 0 and with XaCXß for a<ß<wi. Then

let F' = UQ<W1 {a} XXQC[0, c»i]XX* and give Y' the subspace

topology. Clearly ind F' = 0 and thus F' has a O-dimensional com-

pactification. Now if one considers any continuous/: F'—>[0, l] one

can show that / has a continuous extension to Y'{j{ui}xX*

C [0, wi] XX* (we leave it to the reader to verify this). Thus if we

define F= F'U {coi} X {«>}, then ß Y = ßY' and in ßY-Y there is a

closed copy T of X = H£,i -£(<•><)• Now suppose that Z is any com-

pactification for F Then let g'.ßY—»Z be the induced map onto Z.

Then g| T is a proper map. Thus by Theorem 1.4 there is a compact

set QCg(T)C.Z— F such that dim Q^n. Thus dim Z^ra. Now F is

the space in the theorem and p= {ui} X{<»} is the point of the

theorem. To see that min dim Y = n simply note that the closure of F

in [O, «i] XX* is a compactification for F which has dimension n.

11.3. Remark. For n= °o there is a locally compact space X such

that for every proper mapping f(X) = Y, F is infinite dimensional.

Simply let X be the free topological union of { YL"-i ■£("<) }ñ-i- By a

trivial modification X can be made to be connected as well.

We can also easily show that there is a F with min dim F= <» with

a p E Y with min di m F — {p} = 0. Let Fn be the F given by Theorem

II.2 for each positive integer n and let pnEYn be the point in the

theorem. Then let F= (U"=i Yn)/R where the equivalence relation R

identifies all the pn's to a point p and let F have the quotient topology.

Then min dim F= oo and min dim F— \p\ =0.
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